
SC.912.L.17.17    Assess the effectiveness 
of innovative methods of 
protecting the environment. 

  
Next Generation Science Standards:

HS-LS2-7    Design, evaluate and refine 
a solution for reducing the 
impacts of human activities 
on the environment and 
biodiversity. 

HS-LS2-6    Evaluate claims, evidence and 
reasoning that the complex 
interactions in ecosystems 
maintain relatively consistent 
numbers and types of 
organisms in stable conditions 
but changing conditions may 
result in a new ecosystem. 

Next Generation Sunshine State Standards:

SC.912.L.17.8    Recognize the consequences 
of the losses of biodiversity due 
to catastrophic events, climate 
changes, human activity and 
the introduction of invasive, 
nonnative species.

SC.912.L.17.13    Discuss the need for adequate 
monitoring of environmental 
parameters when making  
policy decisions.

SC.912.L.17.16    Discuss the large-scale 
environmental impacts 
resulting from human activity, 
including waste spills, oil spills, 
runoff, greenhouse gases, ozone 
depletion, and surface and 
groundwater pollution.

Lesson  3: Saving Florida’s Coral Reef 

Theme:  Improving Resilience of  
       Florida’s Coral Reef

Grade Levels: 9-12

Duration: 45-60 minutes

OBJECTIVES

• Identify the need for monitoring the coral 
reef ecosystem to conserve this habitat. 

• Recognize the innovative methods being 
used to protect the coral reef ecosystem in 
Southeast Florida.

• Explain the importance of educating the 
public on ways to lower human impact on 
coral reefs. 

MATERIALS

• Three transect tapes. 
• Three measuring sticks.
• Coral reef replicas.
• Coral catastrophe cards.
• Laminated fish cards.
• Computer/internet access with projector.
• Lesson Three PowerPoint.

Lesson plan written 
by Lindsay French, 2020

Students will learn about threats to Florida’s 
Coral Reef and the work of multiple coral 
conservation partners. Students will use 
virtual reality footage to discover coral reef 
restoration techniques and conduct their 
own coral reef surveys. 
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VOCABULARY
BENTHIC HABITAT:  area of the ocean floor where plants and animals live (freshwater 

ecosystems also have benthic habitats)
BIOMASS:  the total mass of organisms in a given area

BIODIVERSITY : measure of the number of different species in an ecosystem

RECRUITMENT:  the increase in a natural population

MITIGATION:  the act of reducing the severity or seriousness of something

REEF RESILIENCE:   a coral reef’s ability to maintain key functions in the face of 
environmental stressors, such as storms and human-related pressures, 
by either resisting or recovering from the impacts

TRANSECT:  a straight line along which observations are made or measurements  
are taken

Ocean Literacy Principles
5. The ocean supports a great diversity of life and ecosystems.
6. The ocean and humans are inextricably interconnected.

Climate Literacy Principles
3. Life on Earth depends on, is shaped by and affects climate.
4. Climate varies over space and time through both natural and human-caused processes.
6. Human activities are impacting the climate system. 
7. Climate change will have consequences for the Earth system and human lives. 

Background Information
The protection and conservation of Florida’s Coral Reef is critical for the health of our oceans. In 
addition to the millions of species that depend on this critical habitat, Florida’s Coral Reef has 
an important role in the state’s tourism industry and robust economy. However, being located 
so close to shore puts Florida’s Coral Reef in close contact with everyday stressors resulting 
from human activities on land. So, what is Florida doing to protect and conserve this vital ocean 
ecosystem?

The Southeast Florida Coral Reef Initiative (SEFCRI) is a team of marine resource professionals, 
scientists, resource users and stakeholders whose goal is to conserve and manage coral reefs.1 
This team focuses on the northern region of Florida’s Coral Reef, known as the Kristin Jacobs Coral 
Reef Ecosystem Conservation Area, which borders Miami-Dade, Broward, Palm Beach and Martin 
counties.2 SEFCRI focuses on this region because of the reef’s proximity to shore and urbanized 
areas. The southern portion of Florida’s Coral Reef is managed by the Florida Keys National Marine 
Sanctuary and the National Park Service. Together, these teams work to protect and conserve the 
entire 350 miles of Florida’s Coral Reef. 

The SEFCRI Team has five focus areas for managing the reef system. These five focus areas identify 
issues and threats affecting Florida’s Coral Reef and develop action plans and strategies to 
implement in the local regions.

Lesson  3: Saving Florida’s Coral 
Reef   (continued)
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1, 2 hyperlinks can be found on page 10

https://southeastfloridareefs.net/
https://floridadep.gov/rcp/coral/content/coral-eca-southeast-florida-coral-reef-ecosystem-conservation-area
https://floridadep.gov/rcp/coral/content/coral-eca-southeast-florida-coral-reef-ecosystem-conservation-area
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Awareness and Appreciation
The Awareness and Appreciation Focus Area works to inform residents and tourists about the 
importance of and threats to the near-shore coral reef ecosystem.3 The largest threat to coral reefs 
and other ocean ecosystems is the lack of public understanding of these habitats. By increasing 
awareness and helping residents and visitors understand the local reef ecosystem and the threats 
the reef is facing, we can potentially reduce the human impact on these reefs. Example projects in 
this focus area include public service announcements, publications, signage at boat ramps, hotel 
cards and educational resources.  

Fishing, Diving and Other Uses
The Fishing, Diving and Other Uses Focus Area addresses the coral reef impacts caused by fishing, 
diving and boating.4 These activities can result in unintentional and often unseen effects that 
alter the reef ecosystem. Those activities include overfishing the reef, scarring by anchors, vessel 
groundings and improper diving practices. Projects in this focus area include workshops on reef 
friendly practices, increasing awareness of Florida’s fishing regulations, development of a mooring 
buoy system to reduce boat anchoring, and the deployment of artificial reefs. 

Land-Based Sources of Pollution 
The Land-Based Sources of Pollution Focus Area studies the impacts of pollution on coral reefs 
and identifies best management practices to limit this pollution.5 This focus area also studies 
the sources of land-based pollution and how to improve water quality around the reef system. 
Projects include water quality monitoring, mapping of the benthic habitat of the reef and creating 
publications about land-based pollution. 

Maritime Industry and Coastal Construction Impacts
The Maritime Industry and Coastal Construction Impacts Focus Area addresses related activities 
such as vessel anchoring, infrastructure installation, beach nourishment and dredging operations.6 
Projects of this focus area include habitat restoration projects, construction monitoring and 
encouraging environmentally friendly coastal development.

Reef Resilience
The Reef Resilience Focus Area works to improve the overall health of the coral reef for it to 
survive, reproduce and compete for resources while also co-existing with human impact and 
urban expansion.7 A healthy reef is better at recovering from stress events and and is therefore 
more resilient. Projects include citizen science projects, continued assessment of the reef’s health, 
research and resilience interventions, and new techniques to promote larval propagation. 

Engagement
Introduce your students to the work being done by the Southeast Florida Coral Reef Initiative to 
protect and conserve Florida’s Coral Reefs through the Lesson 3 PowerPoint. After viewing the 
PowerPoint, reflect on the information presented, asking questions such as which focus area of 
SEFCRI do you think will be most effective in your community and why? 

Exploration
To appropriately manage and conserve Florida’s Coral Reef, SEFCRI must have a full understanding 
of the major threats that affect the reef system and how the reef responds to those stressors. To 
collect this information, scientists conduct underwater surveys and health assessments of the reef 
by use of transect tapes and fish censuses. In this lesson, your students will explore some of these 

Lesson  3: Saving Florida’s Coral 
Reef   (continued)
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3, 4, 5, 6, 7 hyperlinks can be found on page 10

http://www.FloridaDEP.gov/rcp/coral/content/awareness-and-appreciation-focus-area
http://www.FloridaDEP.gov/rcp/coral/content/fishing-diving-and-other-uses-focus-area
https://floridadep.gov/rcp/coral/content/land-based-sources-pollution-focus-area
http://www.FloridaDEP.gov/rcp/coral/content/maritime-industry-and-coastal-construction-impacts-focus-area
https://floridadep.gov/rcp/coral/content/reef-resilience-focus-area
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research techniques and practice using scientific tools provided in the classroom kit. This lesson 
is split into two parts. Based on materials, it is suggested to divide the class in half and rotate 
between activities. The field technique activity is best conducted in an outdoor space and will 
require detailed instruction.  

Part 1: Take a 360° Dive into Florida’s Coral Reef Restoration
Grab your dive gear! Dive into Florida’s Coral Reef using 360° imagery provided by the Florida Keys 
National Marine Sanctuary.8 Students can explore 360° images of iconic spots along Florida’s Coral 
Reef, including Christ of the Abyss, Cheeca Rocks Sanctuary Preservation Area and a coral nursery 
located in the Florida Keys. Then, students will take a virtual dive to explore coral restoration in the 
Florida Keys by watching Explore the Blue: 360° Coral Restoration. Images and video in 360° are 
compatible on computers, smart phones or tablets and can be paired with virtual reality headsets.

Part 2: Practicing Field Techniques for Coral Reef Surveys
In this activity, students will take on the role of a marine biologist by conducting a coral reef 
survey using proper field techniques and equipment. 

Materials 
For this activity, you will need the coral replicas, coral reef catastrophe cards, measuring sticks and 
transect tapes. 

Procedure 
1.  Direct your students to work together to construct a “coral reef” on the ground of an outdoor 

space, using the coral reef replicas and coral reef catastrophe cards for marine life and human 
impacts (you do not need to follow the directions on the human impact cards; simply place 
them on the reef). The reef should be constructed within a 6-foot by 6-foot perimeter.

2. Explain to the students that to fully understand the major threats to each coral reef, scientists 
must conduct an underwater survey and health assessment to identify stressors and human 
impacts. 

3. The first survey scientists will conduct is a fish census to determine whether the biomass 
of the reef is at a healthy level. Choose three students to act out the steps for conducting a 
fish census. Two students will stand on opposite edges of the reef and hold either end of the 
transect tape. The third student will “swim” along the transect tape and record the number of 
individual fish seen within 1-foot on either side of the transect. Any marine life outside of the 
1-foot margin should not be counted. 

 Reflect: How many fish were spotted while conducting the transect line? What species were 
recorded? How many of each species were recorded? What sort of alterations to the reef 
would potentially result in more fish inhabiting that area (reduction of marine debris, more 
coral establishments, etc.)? 

4. To study the benthic habitat, the next survey that scientists will conduct is called a belt 
transect survey. Choose three students to act out the steps for conducting a belt transect 
survey. Two students will stand on opposite edges of the reef and hold either end of the 
transect tape. The third student will “swim” along the transect line, making a stop every foot 
to record the bottom type such as sand, coral, algae, etc. In your outdoor space, the bottom 
types will most likely be dirt, grass or sand. Have the students note any human impacts to the 
benthic habitat (anchor scarring, algae overgrowth, etc.) found along the transect line.  

Lesson  3: Saving Florida’s Coral 
Reef   (continued)
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8 hyperlink can be found on page 10

https://sanctuaries.noaa.gov/vr/florida-keys/
https://sanctuaries.noaa.gov/vr/florida-keys/
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 Reflect: How many different bottom types were recorded along the transect line? What might 
this tell you about the reef habitat? Did you notice any human impacts to the benthic habitat 
such as anchor scars or algae overgrowth along the transect line? 

5. Another aspect of the belt transect survey is to measure the size of the corals established on 
the reef system. Choose three more students to enact the steps for conducting the belt survey. 
This time the scientist will “swim” along the transect line and stop to measure every coral 
spotted within one foot of the transect line using the measuring sticks to measure the height 
and width of each coral head. Have the students take note of any coral bleaching (white coral 
replicas) along the transect line.

 Reflect: Were the corals recorded along the transect line large or small? What would many 
small corals tell you about the ecosystem (high coral recruitment)? What would no small 
corals tell you about the ecosystem (low coral recruitment)? Was any coral bleaching 
recorded? 

A healthy reef is one that has strong recruitment, high biodiversity, low disease prevalence, 
healthy biomass and low human impacts. After conducting the survey, would your class consider 
their reef a healthy ecosystem? Thinking like a biologist, what human impact is a top priority for 
this specific reef and why? What solutions could be implemented to reduce the human impacts 
and increase reef resilience?  

Explanation

Coral City Camera
Your students should now have an expanded knowledge of Florida’s Coral Reef, including its 
biology, location, human threats and environmental stressors, and local mitigation and  
conservation efforts. Using that knowledge, direct your students  
to complete the Coral City Camera worksheet using the  
Coral City Camera website.9 The Coral City Camera is a live-
streaming camera located in Port Miami. By working through the 
questions outlined on the worksheet, the students will assess the 
health of the reef including biomass and coral growth as well as 
locate any potential human impacts such as poor water quality, 
marine vessels and marine debris.

Lesson  3: Saving Florida’s Coral 
Reef   (continued)
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Photo by FWC Fish and Wildlife Research Institute

9 hyperlink can be found on page 10

http://www.coralcitycamera.com/
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Extension 
The five Florida counties (Martin, Palm Beach, Broward, Miami-Dade and Monroe) bordering 
Florida’s Coral Reef have been designated as Coral Reef Ambassadors that develop regional 
conservation and protection programs. As a homework assignment, encourage your students to 
learn about the ways in which the county they call home is working as a Coral Reef Ambassador, 
including ways in which students can become involved in citizen science and community service 
efforts and how this affects the ecosystem.10 

Evaluate
One of the biggest threats to Florida’s Coral Reef is the public’s lack of knowledge about our 
reef resources and threats. Residents and tourists cannot work toward lessening their impacts 
on the reef without understanding what the threats are, how they impact the reef and why it is 
important to protect Florida’s Coral Reef from these stressors. Evaluate your students’ awareness 
and appreciation for the coral reef ecosystem through this project.  

Each student should choose an audience that they would like to focus on to expand awareness 
and appreciation for Florida’s Coral Reef. Audiences could include the diving community (charter 
boat operators, dive instructors, recreational divers); the fishing community (commercial or 
recreational fishers, fishing tournament participants); tourists visiting Florida; and the boating 
community (ports, watersports companies, recreational boaters). Direct each student to create an 
informational brochure or public service announcement video for their audience to inform them 
about Florida’s Coral Reef and ways to reduce harmful impacts on the reef. 

Lesson  3: Saving Florida’s Coral 
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Photo by FWC Fish and Wildlife Research Institute

10 hyperlink can be found on page 10

https://floridadep.gov/rcp/coral/content/south-florida-reef-ambassador-initiative-become-coral-champion
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Resources for Student Ideas and Inspiration

• DEP Coral Reef Conservation Program.11 
• SEAFAN PSA.12 
• SEFCRI PSA.13 
• Florida’s Coral Reef PSA.14

• Florida’s Coral Reef Protection Act Brochure.15

Project Rubric

Selection 
of 

Audience
10 pts.

Organization 
of 

Information
10 pts.

General Info 
on Florida’s 
Coral Reef

20 pts.

Appropriate 
Explanations 

of Human 
Impacts
20 pts.

Appropriate 
Ways of 

Reducing 
Human Impact

20 pts. 

Lesson  3: Saving Florida’s Coral 
Reef   (continued)
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11, 12, 13, 14, 15 hyperlinks can be found on page 10

http://FloridasCoralReef.org
http://FloridaDEP.gov/RCP/Coral
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P8ZnGxNWQPk
https://youtu.be/009BWHG1aHA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1y6rR5uNgNo
https://floridadep.gov/rcp/coral/documents/crpa-brochure-english
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Coral City Camera Worksheet

Directions

Use the Coral City Cameralive feed to answer the following questions regarding the current 
conditions of a local coral reef ecosystem.16 The Coral City Camera is a live streaming underwater 
camera on a reef in Miami, Florida. You may need to use the website’s FAQ section to answer the 
following questions.17

1. Where, specifically, in Miami is the Coral City Camera located (depth, locality, etc.)?  
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________________

2. How many individual corals do you see on the camera?  __________________________________

3. Is there any artificial habitat? If so, describe it.  

 ___________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________________

 
 ___________________________________________________________________________________

4. Observe the reef for five minutes and record the total number of different species observed. 
Specify how many of those species were fish as compared to invertebrates or other animal 
groups observed. Specify how many groups of schooling fish were observed as well.

Reef Location: Miami, Florida Date: 

Time Start: Time Stop:

# Fish Species # Invertebrate Species # Other Species # Fish Schools/Groups

                              

Lesson  3: Saving Florida’s Coral 
Reef   (continued)
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16, 17 hyperlinks can be found on page 10

http://coralcitycamera.com
http://CoralCityCamera.com/faq/
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5. Having conducted a short observation of the reef, how would you describe the reef’s 
biomass?  

 ___________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________________

 
 ___________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
___________________________________________________________________________________

 
6. How would you describe the overall water clarity of the reef? What could be affecting the 

water clarity?

 ___________________________________________________________________________________
 
 ___________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
___________________________________________________________________________________

 

7. Can you see any marine debris on the reef?

 ___________________________________________________________________________________
 
 Click on “Data” at the bottom of the webpage. Are there any ships docked at the port near the 

reef? How many ships are docked and how might this impact the reef? 

 ___________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________________

 
 ___________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
___________________________________________________________________________________

 
8. Given the locality of this specific reef ecosystem, what sort of human threats do you think 

are impacting this reef daily? 

 ___________________________________________________________________________________
 
 ___________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
___________________________________________________________________________________

 

Lesson  3: Saving Florida’s Coral 
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Hyperlink Web Addresses

Page 2

1 SoutheastFloridaReefs.net
2 FloridaDEP.gov/CoralECA

Page 3

3 FloridaDEP.gov/Aafocus 
4 FloridaDEP.gov/FDOUfocus 
5 FloridaDEP.gov/LBSPfocus 
6 FloridaDEP.gov/MICCIfocus 
7 FloridaDEP.gov/Rrfocus

Page 4

8 Sanctuaries.NOAA.gov/vr/florida-keys

Page 5

9   CoralCityCamera.com

Page 6

10 FloridaDEP.gov/CoralChampion

Page 7

11 FloridaDEP.gov/RCP/Coral  
12 YouTube.com/watch?v=P8ZnGxNWQPk 
13 YouTube.com/watch?v=009BWHG1aHA 
14 YouTube.com/watch?v=1y6rR5uNgNo 
15 FloridaDEP.gov/RCP/Coral/documents/crpa-brochure-english
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16 CoralCityCamera.com
17 CoralCityCamera.com/faq
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